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Abstract 

Trial themes and strategies in domestic violence relatg 
identified through qualitative analyses of lrial transcripts of d 
cases. Prosecution themes and strategies focus on establishin 
the crime, corroborating ;he victim’s account, and telling the I 

violence. De feme strmgies include showing that the relation 
character enhancement of the abuser, attacking trial evidence 
character assassindon. The defense tactics used ojhn man4 
dynamics and reinforce myrh about domestic violence. Findi 
within rhe context of theory on juror decision making, 

Trial Strategies in Domestic Violence Fc 

The criminal justice system has only recently begun to responr 

Prosecution Strategies 1 

felony cases were 
nestic violence 
she seriouness of 
wy of domestic 
zip was@, 
md victim 
!are abuse 
:s are discussed 

onies 

:o domestic violence as a 

public offense. Although wife beating was decIared illegal in all 

violence was largely ignored in the criminal justice system.2 

domestic abuse? has resulted in a dramatic rise in 

in 1920,[ domestic 

of mandatory m s t  for 

0 To date, 

studies of the prosecution of domestic violence cases are limited to 

study has examined prosecution or defense strategies in domestic v 

A,. Difficulties Prosecuting Domestic ViolenceRelated Cases 

Domestic violence-related cases are often viewed as notoric 

part because our criminal justice system is not structured to responi 

related crimes. One reason for this difficulty in responding has to I 

d e s  of evidence are written. Our legal system is based 011 chargin 

events.” A man may batter his partner for years, but is often charg4 

Thus, the legal process takes the assault out of the context of the la 

rules of evidence limit evidence of previous violence (other acts ev 
0 

larging decisions? No 

lence cases. 

dy difficult to pmsecute,6 in 

well to domestic violence- 

with how our laws and 

individuals for ‘‘discrete 

for only one abuse event. 

:r abusive relationship. Our 

ence) betvveen the domestic 
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be abuse. Many people do 
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0 I Prosecution Strategies 2 

of evidence of a partners that can be ahnitted at trial. These rules also restrict the 

defendant's character or violent nature. However, many 

prosecutors agree that evidence of prior abuse plays an important 

The limitations on other-act and character evidence can have a 

violence prosecutions. Jurors may not be able to hear the 

prosecuting these cases.7 

impact in domestic 

context to the 

A second reason for the difficulty in prosecuting involves a lack of 

understanding of domestic abuse dynamics on the part 

violent relationship. 

decisions about the credibility of the witnesses and evidence. 

to evaluate the evidence presented and determine if the 

the jury's responsibility 

proven the 

0 elements of a given charge.' 

Myths and misconceptions about domestic violence abound 

Domestic violence victims are perceived as weak or responsible foi 

not understand why a battered wOmm does not leave the relationsh 

and arc often unable to comprehend the power and control a batten 

They fail to understand that a single incident of abuse is part of a k 

psychological control and physicd violence. In general, individual 

with domestic violence have a very difficult time conceiving of via 

It is from this uninformed group of individuals that a prosec 

any potential juror who has personal knowledge of or experience H 

therefore has some understanding of the dynamics of domestic viol e 

position or policies of the U.S. Department of Justice.
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The defense counsel may also use B peremptory strike to remove that 
e 

7 

Prosecution Strategies 3 

juror. Thus, jurors 

P.05 

appear strange or unexplainable. Thus, the credibility of  the victim’e 

significantly undermined when presented without the context o f  the 

and an understanding of abuse dynamics. 

testimony is likely to be 

larger abusive relationship 

B. Summary and Objectives of this Study 

The evidentiary constraints, myths and misconceptions ab0 domestic violence d 

women’s perceived lack of credibility all present sig@kant chillern es to prosecuting domestic 

violence related cases. T h i s  study identified the trial strategies use f by the prosection and 
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violence-related murder and non-murder felony cases in the state of I 
e 

Overview of Methodology 

Trial themes and strategies were identified through a qual 

violence-related felony trial tran~cripts.'~ The felony trials took 

1995, and all involved a male defendant and female victim who 

been invdved in a domestic relationship. Although many cases 

violence in the relationship, this was not a requirement of case s 

between 2989 and 

Cases were identified through the assistance o f  the Cri 

(CVAD) of the Iowa Attorney General's office, contacts with 

reporters, and a review of official case summaries issued by 

Iowa Court of Appeals. Trial transcripts were scanned in to 

using HyperResearchm qualitative text analysis program. 
0 

Description of Cases 

A total of 40 transcripts were analyzed in the study, 

felonies. In the murder cases, the length of the relationship 

ranged from four months to 16 years. The majority of murder de& 

together with the victim at some point. Only 1 1 (52.4%) 

of the offense. 

For the non-murder defendants, a little over hat 

point. The length of the relationships varied from two 
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involved a physical assault and 16 defendants were charged with mo-e 

majority of defendants (89.5%) were found guilty of at least one couit 

offenders were found guilq on the original charge. 

Trial Themes and Strategies a 
A. Prosecution Themes 

Three prosecution themes were present in every case, with 

primary emphasis in a case. 

1. Proof of the elements: ‘LThis was u crime.” In some cases, the 

prove the elements of the crime, but to persuade the jury that these 

traditional criminal sanctions. There were two variations on this 

show that domestic violence is a serious public offense, or that the c 

punished. 

2. Proof of identity: “The &fendent is responsible.” This theme 

ways:(a) showing it was the defendant who committed the criminal 

nature of the attack or the defendant’s lack of concern about the victim a 

7 

than one o f f i e .  ne 
charged, although not all  

0r.e of the themes getting 

:nosecutor sought not only to 

actions were worthy of 

theme. Prosecutors sought to 

ehdant’s actions should be 

vas presented in several 

acts; b) illiutrating the brutal 

show his culpability; c) 

P.07 

Nineteen murder defendants ..ad been charged with first degrc 

degree murder, and another with involuntary manslaughter. Three of 

an additional count of first degree murder for killing a former partner 

current boyfriend (two cases). A fourth defendant was charged with 1 

attempted murder against police officers attempting to apprehend him 

The nature of the charges in the non-murder cases varied. Thc 

kidnaping, physical and sexual assault, burglary, temrism and theft 

Prosecution Strategies 5 

murder, one with second 

nders were charged with 

mother (cne case) or 

‘o additional counts of 

: were attempted murder, 

uges. Most charges 
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involved only the incident of violence charged. Regardless of the sa 

used storyte4ling techniques to present the evidence. 

7 P. 08 
I 

demonstrating how the defendant controlled the relationship, and use violence as his means of 4 
control; and/or d) arguing, under the law, that words alone cannot “pr voke” or justify physical i 
violence. 

P’S evidence is credible. 

ice rape, domestic violence 

true when the existence of 

d coercion. Wen the 

ing corroboration of the 

xutors would also bolster 

:ing physical evidence to 

fence to show that the 

d to “tell the story” of the 

onship; other times it 

De, however, prosecutors 

The “story” often began with a witness -- the victim, an eye an investigating 

oficer, or an examining physician -- who could give a graphic events surrounding 

I 
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e 
pattern in having the witness ‘”tell the story.” Prosecutors sei the scel 

physical setting: the location, the time of day, the type of weather, th~ 

elicited a siep-by-step rephy ofevenrs, rich in detail., about what OCCI 

replay of events, many prosecutors focused on the language used by i 

used a particularly graphic or descriptive word or phrase, the prosecu 

by repeating the words when asking another question, or by making r 

description later in the testimony. 

Q, 
A. 
Q. 
A. 

Q. 
A. 

During the course of the marriage, besides what we are here for i 
c o m e  of the marriage, how many times was he phvsicdly a b 4  

Prosecution Strategies 7 

by establishing the 

ighting. Then prosecutors 

vd. In this step-by-step 

e witness. If the witness 

c reinforced the testimony 

erenct to the powerful 

lay. but just during the 
b approximately? 

Four times. 
What sods of physical abuse did he inflict on you? 
He would pun& me or &Lc me, He has 
e l J 4  t me. 
All right. When he b> yoy where did he la& you? 
He has k k k 4  me in the back and h 
All right. And describe what happened 
pillow? 
He -- That was after he had l&l& me. He had left the room. 
hated him. And he came back in the room and jumped on 
back of the neck and shoved mv face into a pillow. 

and held me down. He’s 

I was crying and I said I 

Many prosecutors focuscd on des 

“back-handed,” “throbbing,” “saturated with blood,” “ttenified,” or ‘ ysterical.” They elicited 

testimony to describe the weapon that was used in the assault and h wit was used; whether 

blows were struck with an open hand or closed fist; the types of inj ‘es that were inflicted and 

pain the victim felt. Also elicited were statements that the defe t made to the victim or 

others, before, during or aftcr the crime; how the victim felt before, I &g and after the crime; 

and what the victim did to seek help after the assault. 

addition, prosecutors often “illustrated” the testimony wi physicui evidence. For 

position or policies of the U.S. Department of Justice.
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--jealousy, rage, or a need to control. 

The foIlowing closing argument in a murder case illustrates 

techniques, beginning with the defendant's motive. 

weekend before. She told him that there was another m m  . Andit was atthat 

began with the calls. And [the victim's son] told yo 
calling, the abusiveness. $he wouldn't take the calls. 
buil&. She won't deal with him. 

She won't acknowledge him until finally on the ni 

And I submit to you it is 

back and kill her. And kill him if he needed to. 

n e  prosecutor went on to describe the physical evidence 

that supports the prosecution's s b r y  of the crime: the dekndant 

stimony presented at trial 

en near the victim's 

position or policies of the U.S. Department of Justice.
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occurred; a box of ammunibon was found in his home with 20 

empty gun case; the defendant was known to own the type of g 

the shooting; the cigarettes found at the scene are tho kind of b 

v i c h  had defensive injuries indicating she knew her attacker; 

speeding shortly after the shooting; and there was time to driv 

he was stopped by police. This closing argument presented t 

explained the events surrounding the murder, as well as the 

together the bits of evidence provided by a wide variety of 

2. Corroborating the Victim’s Account 

unds, along with an 

to have been used in 

ndant smoked; the 

e drove at the time 

Most prosecutors sought to present some form of c 

This corroboration came through physical evidence c o d  

as witness testimony and statements made by involved p 

graphic accounts of what they saw or heard. The “story’ 

provided details that matched or explained the victim’s 

concern or fm they felt in watching the events. 

Another common way to comborate a victim’s 

testify about the victim’s statements about the events. 

through the excited utterance exception or the present 

rule.‘’ Excited utterance statements included state 

officer, a fiend, or some other person that she enc 

position or policies of the U.S. Department of Justice.
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violence. Obviously, corroboration of 

There were, however, cases where the 

reports of threats or past history of vi0 

Corroboration of the victim's 

to police, to other persons, or to the v 

and gave accounts that corroborated t 

in a willful injury and sexual assault 

his contention that he did not sex 

elicited the following: 

Q. And you just testified to the jury that 

A. Yes, sir. 
testified about a Q. But vou've also 

A. No. I said I felt them. When 

Q- You felt that? 
A. Yeah, one hit me right here. 
Q. I believe you said that when 

A. Yes,Idid. 

I& victier's] v &w is that right? 

specifically r e d l  hegiag a b uttcm fall on the floor? 

grabbing the shirt. 

on the floor. 

virtually entirely consistent with what [the victim] has testified 
A. I &nft understand what you mean. 

Defense attorneys geMraIly focused on one of four defense although there was 

C. Defense Themes 

overlap in some cases. 

position or policies of the U.S. Department of Justice.
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Defense Strategy Murder Non-Mur 
h ! % 2  N %  

Self-defense or provocation 3 14.3% 3 15 

Diminished capacity 8 38.1% 2 
Didn’t do it 4 28.6Y~ - 9 

Going-for-a-lesser-charge 4 19.0% 5 

TOTAL, 21 100% 19 

1. Self-defense or Provocation. Self-dejense was an attempt to show 

behavior resulted fiom defending himself against snack- Ptouocarioi! 

notion of self-defense. The defense used this theme to show that, 

caes, the defendant lacked some element of the crime, specifically ir 

the heat of the moment, was not planned, or “things got out of hand.” 

Table I: Defense Themes by Case Type 

der 

8% 
26,3% 
10.5% 
47.4% 
103% 

that the defendant’s 

was connected to this 

paricularly in the murder 

tent. The crime occurred in 

P. 13 

rosecution Strategies 11 

0 2. Going-far-a-Lesser-Charge. The going-for-a-lesser-charge defe sc typically found the i 
defense challenging various elements of a specific charge. The 

defendant did something -he physically assaulted her, but did 

her but he did not premeditate the crime -just that it was not 

3. Diminished Responsibility. Diminished responsibility 

did not deny that the 

assault her; he killed 

specific type of going-for-a-lessercharge defense. In diminished re onsibility, the defense e 
typically tried to show that the defendant was either not responsible less responsible for his 

actions because he was incapacitated in some fashion at the time of offense from alcohol, 

drugs or a psychological disorder. 

4. “Didn’t Do It.” The Ehi l  defcnsc :heme was an attempt to mi tain the defendant’s 

innocence by establishing fllfficient reasonable doubt about wheth the defendant committed the 

crime or whether the injuries were accidental. i @ 
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As with prosecution themes, ~ s r e  is  some ovcrlap among de 

one theme was primary. 

rosecution Strategies 12 

themes, but generally 

D. Defense Strategies 

The defense used a variety of differe 

mentioned defense themes (see Table 2). 

categories: 

1, The Relationship Was Fine 

In many cases the defense spent a 

relationship between victim and defen 

family members who perceived the re 

the victim testified that the relatio 

on the following testimony by the 

together on Christmas eve, just a week prior to the offense: 

Q. Okay. Had you invited [the victim] to come over that day? 
A. Not personally. I was just figured she was coming because 

Q. Okay. Were you expecting to see [the defendant] that 
A. I was expecting to see [the defendant] and 

Q. Okay. Now, the night before 
A. I can't r e d  that. 
Q. Okay. Did the fact that they 

0 

-. 

gifts because I thought 

clues as to where [the defe 
A. Ifieuredthaae~stavinn 
(a. Okay. How did things go Christmas Eve? Were there any 
A. While they were at my house, 

Wg, 
Q. What happened aRer they left? Ho 
A. They were leaving to go to church. a 
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In this and other cases, the defensc attempted to discredit testimony by 

pointing out discrepancies between her testimony about the 

the ‘‘happy relationship.” This strategy appeared targeted at 

did not commit the offense or, in gohg for a lesser charge, 

perceptions of 

the offender 

all the other positive aspects of the relationship. 

2. Character Enhancement of the Abuser 

A second strategy of the defense was to show the good 

intent of this character enhancement was to imply that the defe 

abuse because of his good character. Defendant character 

ways to support the different defense themes. 

r of the defendant. The 

done in a variety of 

2a) Defendant was a “good guy.” One type of character ement was to bring in a 
general testimony about the defendant being a “good guy.’ 

describing the defendant as “happy-go-lucky,” a good iii 

school board, a good father, etc. This “good guy” appro 

defendant did for the victim. One defendant sent the 

death, another participated in the v ic th ’s  alcohol r 

checked himself into an alcohol treatment center 

victim. 

2b) Defendant loved the victim. The d 

the victim through defendant, family a d  fried 

affectionate with the victim or professing h i ~  lo 

stated: 

position or policies of the U.S. Department of Justice.
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Q. What was your life at home with [the 
A, Well, except for when she would be 

mean I was with the d that I lovd. 
her. 

a 

Telling others he wanted to spend the re 

looking past her bad behaviors, and doi 

woman” were other attempts to show this “love.” 

2c) Defendant was cooperath 

resistance to police after the offense. 

defendant made no attempt to leave 

generally coojmative and appeared truthfd with police. 

2d) Defendant did not h t e  

intent was usually illustrate 

The defendant told others he “d 

her up, he was intoxicated and 

and/or did not consider the c 

used as examples of lack of 

tried to get help for the victim after the assault. 

2e) Defendant never threatened the victim. When applic le, the defense would 

attempt to establish that &e defendant never made any specific thre ts toward the victim. As was 

the case with demomating that the relationship was h e ,  the defe e would often show a lack 

of threats by omission, questioning witnesses about wkther they h i ard the defendant make any 

..I 
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physically violent in the past. In the following example, the defense a murder 
a 

the victim: 

A. Yes. 

violent with her? 
A. --a. 
Q. He just yelled at her, is that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were these one-sided fights where he is the only one fighting? 

A. 
Q. Becausevoune 
A. NQ. 

&e pmsecution's evidence. This attack of the prosecution's &den e focused on four particular 

3a) No witnesses. In a little over half of the cases, there re no Wimesses to the i areas: 

position or policies of the U.S. Department of Justice.
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no witnesses to any prior abuse, threats or injuries made by the defenc 

offense. In these cases, the defense was carefir1 to establish this fict. 

3b) Poor physical evidence. Only a fourth of the cases actw 

called 25 witnesses (neighbors, store clerks, acquaintances) to testifL 

evidence linking the defendant to the crime. Nonetheless, the defense 

amount of time challenging the physical evidence. Ln some cases the 

rosecution Strategies 16 

I one case, the defense 

st they never observed the 

1 establish that there were 

it toward the victim. 

y had poor or no physical 

pent a considerable 

tied to establish that there 

could be another cause or explanation for the presence of that 

mentioned previously, the defense argued that the defendant 

similar to the one found in the bomb, in order to perform a 

Q. I want to ask you about another item thatls come up; 

In the bombing case 

of a mercury switch, 

testimony of [defendant's co-worker] the other day, correct? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Indicated he gave you a mercury switch? 
A. Yes, sir, he did. 
Q. He did? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Allri&t.Why? 
A, I had requested that if he had one, I'd appreciate it, I had a @ 

[townl witharental houseI had an d I was ~oinp: tom to make 
-. 

Q. Didyou? 
A. 1 reulaced the sump D- w' a brand n ew one. 
Q. So the testimony - I believe it was [the investigator] - that the 

A. Thatiscorrect. 

A. The switch that [co-worker] gave me? 
Q. Yes? 
A. Lbrok e .it apart to pet the mcmary out ofit. 

pump is correct? 

Q. - d  ' ?  

a t .  We do things 
Q. Why? 
A. ~XBJ ted to show mv Sons xlentlfi c e- . -  

airplanes. a 

float switch to bx this 

was no switch on that sump 

ke that, like building model 
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3c) Physical injuries were not obvious. 
a 

the murder cases were all apparent. However, in the non-murder 

sometimes did not involve obvious physical injuries. The 

injuries seemed focused on contesting the elements of a 

injury case, the prosecution has to show that the injuries 

take a long time to heal. The defense countered by 

nature of the offense 

of the seriousness of 

or were not likely to cause a permanent disability. 

3 4  Police Botched the Investigation 

Although a poor police investigation was evident in only a dful of cases, when there 4 
were police procedure problems, the defense was meticulous in 

These attacks included accusing the police of contaminating the 

certain evidence, and challenging the chain of custody of the ev 

4. Attacking tbe Victim's Character 

k of the investigation. 

0 

One of the most common and aggressive strategies used 

the murder cases and 37% of the non-murder cases involved s 

These attacks took the form of either a general character 

specifically turning behavior that the victim engaged in 

abuse against her. 

49) General character a~sossination.'~ C 

overall victim character by dredghg up 

mental health history, emotional pmblems, 

neg 

position or policies of the U.S. Department of Justice.
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“strong willed person who wasn’t easily pushed around,” the victim h emotional problems, she 
a 

could not control her temper, she had sex with other men, or she 

The character assassination in the non-murder cases 

attacking the overall credibility of the victim’s testimony 

emotional problems or possibly some motive for 

The victim was shown to have poor judgement 

appropriately. The overall point was -- “don’t believe her.” 

In the murder cases, the character assassination seemed 

In some cases, the victim’s character was brought into question 

victim may have provoked the offense. The victim was describ 

control her temper, or at times physically abusive. Another mo 

charge conviction, that the victim’s character was so low that 

seriously. Here, the victim was painted 8s someone who was 

trouble, was a hard person to be friends with, was “whoring” 

bars, or was “always drunk, skunkin’ drunk.” 

different motivations. 

t to establish that the 

e 

4b) Turning the victim’s behavior against her. 

victim’s character was to turn the victim’s behavior in the 

against her. If she did not attempt to leave the Violent re1 

offeme, her credibility or motives were questioned. In o 

victim’s 

the defendant move in with her if she was so aftaid of him. 

that she was genuinely fep_Tfllx of the 

e 
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found out that [the defendant] was getting released from prison, is a 
*******+ 

about 
of 

1993? Can you tell us? 
A. I didn't let him. I just wasn't strong enough to stop him. 

Table 2: Summary of Defense Strategies Used 

Murder (N=23 
1. Relationship was Fine 
2. Character Enhancement of Abuser 

Good guy 
Loved the victim 
Cooperative with police 
Did not intend for bad to happen 
Never threatened victim 
Remorseful after offense 

No witnesses 
Poor physical evidence 
Physical injuries not obvious 
Police botched investigation 

4. Attaclcing the Victim's Character 
General character assassination 
Tuming victim's behavior against her 

3. Evidence Presented at Trial was Faulty a 

* = chi-square significant at -05 level 
** = chi-square significant at -01 level 

9 

5 
9 
6 
8 
10 
12 

11 
2 
2 
6 

12 
5 

42.8% 

23.8% 
42.9% 
28.6% 
38.1% 

57.1% 

52.4% 
9.5% 
9.5% 
28.6% 

47.6% 

57.1% 
23.8% 

Non-mu rder (N= 19) 
5 26.3% 

3 15.8% 
2 10.5%" 
3 15.8% 
6 26.3% 
8 42.1% 
2 10.5A 0 ** 

12 63.2% 
8 42.1%* 
9 47.4%*+ 
7 36.8% 

7 36.8% 
10 52.6% 

Part of an eff'tive trial strategy is to anticipate likely defe es by presenting evidence 

that undercuts or contradicts the anticipated defeme.'' The prosecu 1 rs in these cases appeared to 

E. Anticipating Defenses 

anticipate and effectively challenge many of the defense strategies. I For example, prosecutors 
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the defense to testifi that "the relationship seemcd fine": 

windows. You 
A. No. 

A. No. 
Q. So Y-DpXltSd M 

basemest of that house, do you? 
A. No. 

A. No. 

victim] at any point in time eirher, do you? 

Q, You would have no kno 
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victim’s expression of pain when she was examined. Prosecutors also 

victim, taken shortly after the crime, to emphasize the brutal nature of 

the defendant’s theme was that he loved the victim and never intcndec 

kilIed her. In cross-examining the defendant, the prosecutor asked a 

previous abuse in the relationship, interjecting several questions abou?: 

“loved” the victim on those previous occasions when he had abused 

asked the defendant to describe, in painstaking detail, each and every 

again injecting several questions abut whether he Lcloved)’ the victim 

things. The following are selected excerpts from that cross examinat: 

Q. Let’s talk about Janua,ry 1994. YOU loved her so much in January 
causing marks to her back and marks to her face, didn‘t you? 

. 

used photographs of the 

the injuries. In one case, 

to harm her when he 

series of questions about 

whether the defendant 

ter. Then, the prosecutor 

step involved in killing her, 

as he was doing those 

on: 

of 94 that you pushed her, 

I 
Y .  2.3 

I 

a rosecution Strategies 21 I 

A. AS I waS trying to leave, yes. . . - +**+* 
Q. And then, Mr. [defendant], you testified that 

A. Yes, ma’am. 
the past before April l9th? 

that day? 
A. She was just going into one of her fits. . . . ***** 

cross examhation. 

A. Around 15 to 20 minutes. 
Q. And b t  was because v ou loved ha, is that right? 
A. Yes,ma’gm. 
Q- And when did that happen in relation to the day when 
A. It was probably about a half a year earlier. 

Prosecutors anticipating victim character assassination ed on the ‘‘story of violence” 
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rosecution Strategies 22 I ctim’s behavior during the 

specifically dealt with why 

wed” to have sex with the 

her seemingly inexplicable 

became a primary theme 

NOU-06-1928 15:23 

been impugned, the prosecutor asked a series of question about the 1 

offense, which might appear strange to many jurors. These question: 

the victim did not try to get away &om the defendant, and why she “i 

defendant during the kidnaping. The victim‘s explanation for most c 

actions was that she did whatever she needed to do “to swive.” Thi 

of the prosecution. 

Q. Jane Ipseudonyrn], did you want to have sex with him? 
A. No. 
Q. Whydidyou? 
A. TosUr\rive. 
Q- What made you agree to have sex with him at that point? What 

thinking? i re the things that you were 

m 

raped and kidnaped in Arizona? 
DEFENSE COUNSEL: Objection, leading question, Judge. 
THECOURT: Sustained. 

and have sex with him 

THE COURT: Overruled. 
A. Well, Tanva w d o n = l  had s u m  
Q. And who was Tanya Hill? 

prison for. And she sucvi V d .  

Q. What other things that he had told you about his past, Jane, aff ted your decision? 
A. And the fact that he killed three people in pnson. t 
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threatened the victim. 

The defense strategy showing that “the relationship was fine” 

violence and love are incompatible; if the relationship is h, there c 

“relationship is fine” strategy also capitalizes on social isolation and 

combination of the abuse occurring in private and the Victim being i d  

there are no witnesses to testify about problems in the relationship. 

Batterer minimization is another common abuse dynamic. 

tactics to avoid responsibility for the abuse, ranging fiom outright d 

7 

manipulates the myth that 

mnot be violence. The 

privacy dynamics. The 

olated fiom others assu~cs 

Batterers use a variety of 

>nial, to minimizing the 

P.25 
I 

Discussion 

, 

t @ of prior abuse, claim that the relationship was fine, and the lack of  e ‘dence that the defendant 

abuse or its impact on the victim, to blaming the v ic th ,  4mgs or dkohol, or other life 
I 

c i r c m c e s  for the abuse,’’ The four defense themes used all fall within the common denial or 
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maximized in an effort to undermine her credibility and challenge 

murder cases, this character assassination was easier to accomplish 1 

available to rebut these claims. The defense sometimes used character 

that the crime WBS not as serious (a lesser charge should be consideled) 

shortco&gs. The defense attack of the Victim’s lack of self-defen3e 

before or during the offense manipulates the abuse dynamic of victim 

r. Cb 
I 

tke prosecution’s evidence. In 

mause the victim was not 

assassination to suggest 

because of &e victim’s 

or protective action taken 

fear. The reason an abmed 

~OSecut‘iOct Strategies 24 

violence to the victim’s behavior (“I was provoked,” “I was defendin myself’). The going-for- a i 
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what the abuser was doing at the moment, but on what she knew he capable of doing?‘ 

B. Jury Decision Making 

To understand the potential implications of this exploitati 

myths by the defense, one needs to consider these findings in li 

make decisions about guilt or innocence in criminal trials. 

When making decisions, D decision maker uses a value 

attributes of each decision alternative. Different values will be 

according to the decision maker’s value system.22 The more c 

the role of the decision maker’s value system. Characteristics 

“internal” sources of data in criminal trials.u The jurors will 

data (the information presented at bid) in light of their intern 

decision about guilt OT innocence. Jurors come to the task 

be asked to decide, or what information they will be prov 

presented with bits of idormation in various forms, at di 

formality and varying amounts of explanation. The juro 

receive in the trial and, using their internal value syste 

information, they must make a decision about guilt or inn~cence.’~ 

a 

The “story model” of decision making in the 

model of jury decision making.u In their story mo 

process by listing the various %sks” ofjurors h 

establishing judgment categories based on jury instruCtions, selec only admissible evidence 

presented at trial, and constructing a plausible sequence of events ( story) that they then evaluate I a 

” I 
- I  
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for believability and test whether the story supports a finding of guilt. 

posit that jurors will construct a story, based on the evidence presente 

experience.26 That is, jurors may “fill in the blanks” of the story, 

a 

based on their own life experiences. 

C. Juror Decision Making and the Dynamics of Abuse 

The theories about the juror decision making process have Rant implications for 

domestic violence-related prosecutions. These theories suggest 

violence cases will depend on their preconceived notions about 

knowledge about domestic violence may affect their assessme 

Thus, if jurors accept the commonly heId myths about domes 

blanks” with an unrealistic view of the Violent relationship, 

rs’ decisions in dome& 

violence. “heir 

ision alternatives. 

y may “fill in the 

on of the evidence 0 
may be skewed. 

Thus, jurors need information about the context of the abusi 

domestic violence is not a commonly understood phenomenon that odd make decision m&mg 

routine €or them. Rather, it may be necessary to explain how violen relationships differ from 

non-violent relationships, how the violence af€ects interactions, and ow victims put in a 

powcrless position may respond a b e n t l y  from persons in a more galitarian relationship. 

Given that many of the attributes of a violent relationship are ualik those of a non-violent 

relationship, jurors may be asked to assess evidence that they genu’ 

but that they actually do not. 

relationship, because 

Iy believe they understand, 1 
D. Prosecution Strategies, Telling the Story, and the 

What is commonplace experience for domestic 
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commonplace for jurors who hear the evidence. Therefore, it is up to e prosecution to assist the 

jurors understanding these dynamics through “telling the story” of do ~ s t i ~  violence. Often the 

story told is a limited story about an isolated incident. In cases where e offender is a stranger, i e 

this i s  BD. accurate story, because the crime is an isolated incident. In e case of domestic f 
violence, however, the incident by itself is not an adequate unit 

information about the relationship or prior abuse complctes the 

about domestic violence. 

E. The Role of Expert Witneases in Educating Jurors 

can dispel some myths 

The use of expert testimony would be the most direct m 

the dynamics of domestic abuse. Expert witnesses on domestic 

common behaviors that may seem like irrational or atypical 

understandable when taken in context. The advantage of us 

recognize their limited knowledge about domestic violence 

If it is carefidly circumscribed and combined with o 

testimony can enhance the prosecution’s case by educating 

did not realize was foreign to them. Thus, jurors may mi 

involve a routine decision, when in fact, their lack of 

means that the evidence requires a more in-depth analysis of an 

‘educating” jurors about 

an be called to explain 

liar decision problem. 

The expert testimony of domestic Violence 

context ofthe larger abusive relationship and the 

Prosecutors should be careful in choosing a well 

design a trial strategy that tells the story of domestic violence. 
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Conclusion 

This study examined the trial themes and strategies in do 

felony cases. Findings show that prosecutors and defense atto 

techniques to tell their version of the "story" of the offense 

techniques may be unique to domestic violence cases, o 

cases. 

The prosecution themes and strategies focused on the public 

violence, the need to take the violence seriously and to 

violence. The defense themes and strategies seemed to 

batterers, including minimizing, denying and blaming 

manipulation of the myths about domestic violence an 

fact finders to N l y  understand and make an informed 

prosecutors must continue to focus on "telling an acc 

0 

such means as expert witnesses, to fully educate the fact finders in 1 le trial. 
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